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Schemata Schemata -- Similarity TemplatesSimilarity Templates

To understand the workings of genetic algorithm performanceTo understand the workings of genetic algorithm performance…… This is the concept of a similarity This is the concept of a similarity 
template, or schema, which leads to a template, or schema, which leads to a keystone of the genetic algorithm approachkeystone of the genetic algorithm approach, the building , the building 
block hypothesis. block hypothesis. -- http://http1.brunel.ac.uk:8080/depts/AI/alife/gahttp://http1.brunel.ac.uk:8080/depts/AI/alife/ga--schem.htmschem.htm

SchemaSchema

–– A A SCHEMASCHEMA is a is a similarity templatesimilarity template describing a subset of strings with describing a subset of strings with 
similarities at certain string positions.similarities at certain string positions.

–– DonDon’’t caret care symbol (symbol ( ))

–– An example of schemaAn example of schema
SchemaSchema 1 01 0 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0 matchesmatches

1 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 10 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 00 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 01 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 11 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 01 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0

2233 stringsstrings
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SchemataSchemata

Hidden Schemata in the PopulationHidden Schemata in the Population

–– Each string of length Each string of length nn have 2have 2nn schemata.schemata.

–– Example Example –– hidden schemata in the stringhidden schemata in the string
StringString 1 0 1 1 01 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0 has the following schemata,has the following schemata,

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 00 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 00 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 00 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 00 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

M                 M               MM                 M               M
1 1 

00

–– If a population has If a population has mm strings, the total number of schemata of the population is strings, the total number of schemata of the population is 
betweenbetween

22nn ~ m2~ m2nn

22nn stringsstrings
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Order of SchemaOrder of Schema

The Order of a SchemaThe Order of a Schema

–– The number of fixed positions (in a binary alphabet, the numbersThe number of fixed positions (in a binary alphabet, the numbers of 1of 1’’s and 0s and 0’’s) s) 
present in the similarity template.present in the similarity template.

–– The number of nonThe number of non--dondon’’t care position.t care position.

–– Notation: Notation: o(Ho(H))

–– Example:Example:
H = 1 0H = 1 0 1 0 1 01 0 1 0
o(Ho(H) = 6.) = 6.

MeaningMeaning

–– The high order schema (10The high order schema (10 1010) is more specific and definite statement 1010) is more specific and definite statement 
about important similarity than the low order schema (10about important similarity than the low order schema (10 ).).
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Length of SchemaLength of Schema

The Defining Length of a SchemaThe Defining Length of a Schema

–– The distance between the first and last specific position.The distance between the first and last specific position.

–– Notation: Notation: δδ(H)(H)

–– Example:Example:

H = 1 0H = 1 0 1 01 0 H = H = 0 1 00 1 0 1 01 0 H = 1H = 1
o(Ho(H) = 4) = 4 o(Ho(H) = 5) = 5 o(Ho(H) = 1) = 1
δδ(H) = 7 (H) = 7 –– 1 = 61 = 6 δδ(H) = 8 (H) = 8 –– 3 = 5 3 = 5 δδ(H) = 1 (H) = 1 –– 1 = 01 = 0

H = H = 
o(Ho(H) = 0,   ) = 0,   δδ(H) = 0(H) = 0

MeaningMeaning

–– The compactness of information contained in a schema.The compactness of information contained in a schema.
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Schema Equation (RW selection)Schema Equation (RW selection)

The Expected Number of SchemataThe Expected Number of Schemata

At a given time At a given time tt, the number of strings matched by the schema , the number of strings matched by the schema HH in the in the 
population population AA((tt)). . 

The average fitness of the strings representing schema The average fitness of the strings representing schema HH at time at time tt..

Total fitness of the schema Total fitness of the schema HH =  =  pop_sizepop_size

The average fitness of the entire population with size The average fitness of the entire population with size nn..

Schema EquationSchema Equation
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Who Shall Live, Who Shall Die?Who Shall Live, Who Shall Die?

RemarkRemark

–– A particular schema grows A particular schema grows at the ratio of the average fitness of the schema at the ratio of the average fitness of the schema 
to the average fitness of the populationto the average fitness of the population..

–– Schemata with fitness values Schemata with fitness values aboveabove the population average will receive an the population average will receive an 
increasingincreasing number of samples in the next generation.number of samples in the next generation.

–– Schemata with fitness values Schemata with fitness values belowbelow the population average will receive an the population average will receive an 
decreasing decreasing number of samples in the next generation. number of samples in the next generation. 

–– All this behavior is carried out with every schema H contained iAll this behavior is carried out with every schema H contained in a particular n a particular 
population A in parallel (population A in parallel (implicit parallelismimplicit parallelism).).
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Who Shall Live, Who Shall Die?Who Shall Live, Who Shall Die?

Quantitative ApproachQuantitative Approach

–– Assume that a particular schema     remains above average an amoAssume that a particular schema     remains above average an amount      .unt      .
From the From the Schema EquationSchema Equation,,

–– If If cc is positive, the number of schema is positive, the number of schema HH will grow exponentially. will grow exponentially. 
–– I f I f cc is negative, the number of schema is negative, the number of schema HH will shrink exponentially.will shrink exponentially.
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Schema ProcessingSchema Processing
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String String 
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String ProcessingString Processing
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Rebuttal 1Rebuttal 1

It is natural and typical without meaning.It is natural and typical without meaning.

–– It is very natural and it explains only the mechanism of (RW) seIt is very natural and it explains only the mechanism of (RW) selection.lection.

We do not have infinite size population.We do not have infinite size population.

–– We have only integer number of schemata. (Schema equation is notWe have only integer number of schemata. (Schema equation is not exact in exact in 
practice)practice)

We donWe don’’t know what are good schemata, and we do know t know what are good schemata, and we do know 
only good solutions found.only good solutions found.

Neither we verify which schema in a good solution is Neither we verify which schema in a good solution is 
effective.effective.
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Schema Survival Under the CrossoverSchema Survival Under the Crossover

Schema DestructionSchema Destruction

A particular stringA particular string AA = 1 0 0 1 0 1 0= 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
HH11 = = 11 00
HH22= = 1 01 0

–– Schema HSchema H11 is destroyed by the crossover but schema His destroyed by the crossover but schema H22 survives.survives.
–– Schema survival under the crossover is related with the Schema survival under the crossover is related with the schema lengthschema length..

Schema Destruction RateSchema Destruction Rate::

Actually with Actually with mm population,population,

Crossover positionCrossover position

sizesize

Effect of the Uniform Mate Selection:Effect of the Uniform Mate Selection:
Schema Preserve after CrossoverSchema Preserve after Crossover
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Schema Survival Under the CrossoverSchema Survival Under the Crossover

Schema SurvivalSchema Survival

Schema Survival RateSchema Survival Rate: (by considering the schema growth from other schemata): (by considering the schema growth from other schemata)

Select the 2Select the 2ndnd Parents by the RW selection instead of the uniform selection.Parents by the RW selection instead of the uniform selection.

Schema Equation under the CrossoverSchema Equation under the Crossover::
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Schema Survival Under the CrossoverSchema Survival Under the Crossover

RemarkRemark

–– Above equation shows the Above equation shows the lower boundlower bound of the schema growth under the of the schema growth under the 
crossovercrossover..

–– A schema with a A schema with a long defining lengthlong defining length grows slowly or even shrinks when the grows slowly or even shrinks when the 
average schema fitness is above the population average fitness. average schema fitness is above the population average fitness. 
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Schema Survival Under the MutationSchema Survival Under the Mutation

Schema DestructionSchema Destruction

A particular stringA particular string AA = 1 0 0 1 0 1 0= 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
HH11 = = 11 00
HH22= = 1 0 1 01 0 1 0

–– Schema HSchema H22 is destroyed by the crossover but schema His destroyed by the crossover but schema H11 survives.survives.
–– Schema survival under the crossover is related with the Schema survival under the crossover is related with the schema orderschema order..

Mutation positionMutation position

sizesize
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Schema Survival Under the MutationSchema Survival Under the Mutation

Schema SurvivalSchema Survival

Schema Survival RateSchema Survival Rate: (by considering the creation from other schemata): (by considering the creation from other schemata)

Schema Equation under the MutationSchema Equation under the Mutation::

RemarkRemark

–– Above equation shows the lower bound of the schema growth under Above equation shows the lower bound of the schema growth under the the 
mutationmutation..

–– A schema with a A schema with a high orderhigh order grows slowly or even shrinks when the average grows slowly or even shrinks when the average 
schema fitness is above the population average fitness. schema fitness is above the population average fitness. 
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Schema Survival Under the OperationSchema Survival Under the Operation

Schema SurvivalSchema Survival

Schema Survival RateSchema Survival Rate::

Schema Equation under the CrossoverSchema Equation under the Crossover::

RemarkRemark

–– Short, low order, aboveShort, low order, above--average schemata receive exponentially average schemata receive exponentially 
increasing trials in subsequent generations.increasing trials in subsequent generations.
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Rebuttal 2Rebuttal 2

Short, low order schemataShort, low order schemata

00 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 1 0 1 0 00 00 1 1 00 0 1 00 1 0
00

1 1 
00

11
11

11
00

Conversely,Conversely,

–– Long, high order schemata receive exponentially decreasing trialLong, high order schemata receive exponentially decreasing trials in s in 
subsequent generations.subsequent generations.

It means that the GA It means that the GA 
works for the simple works for the simple 
(linear combination) (linear combination) 

optimization problems?optimization problems?bad schemabad schema

bad schemabad schema
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Deception Deception 

Misleading of the GAMisleading of the GA

Rough ExampleRough Example

f(xf(x) =) = string number + 1,string number + 1, if x = 000if x = 000……00
count the number of 1, otherwise.count the number of 1, otherwise.

–– GA will try to find GA will try to find 111111111 111111111 rather than rather than 000000000000000000 by the by the Schema TheorySchema Theory
because every schema in the population with many because every schema in the population with many 11s has better fitness value if s has better fitness value if 
there is not the optimum solution there is not the optimum solution 000000000000000000..

–– Also, if there is optimum solution Also, if there is optimum solution 000000000000000000 in the population, Schema Theory in the population, Schema Theory 
support to find support to find 111111111111111111 rather than rather than 000000000 000000000 because the average fitness because the average fitness 
of schema having 1s has better value.of schema having 1s has better value.

–– However, GA often find the However, GA often find the 000000000000000000 when the string is not long.when the string is not long.

Minimal Deceptive ProblemMinimal Deceptive Problem

–– f(0*) > f(1*) and / or f(*0) > f(*1) even though the optimum is f(0*) > f(1*) and / or f(*0) > f(*1) even though the optimum is f(11)f(11)
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Hypercube and Implicit Parallelism Hypercube and Implicit Parallelism 

Hypercube model Hypercube model (Holland, 1975)(Holland, 1975)

–– A string with size A string with size mm makes makes mm dimensional dimensional 
hypercube and it has hypercube and it has 33mm –– 11 hyperhyper-- planes.planes.

–– Each string is a member of Each string is a member of 22mm –– 11 hyperhyper--plane plane 
partitions.partitions.

–– When we evaluate one string, we evaluate When we evaluate one string, we evaluate 22mm

–– 11 potential hyperpotential hyper--planes in a planes in a intrinsicintrinsic or or 
implicit parallelimplicit parallel fashion.fashion.

–– All the related hyperAll the related hyper--plane partitions move plane partitions move 
together when the selected solution moves.together when the selected solution moves.

00 11

0000 1010

0101 1111

000000 001001

100100 101101

110110 111111

010010 011011
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Building Block Hypothesis Building Block Hypothesis 

Building BlockBuilding Block

The Conclusion of the Schema TheoryThe Conclusion of the Schema Theory

–– The The shortshort, , lowlow--orderorder, and , and highly fit schematahighly fit schemata are sampled, recombined, and are sampled, recombined, and 
resampledresampled to form strings of potentially higher fitness.to form strings of potentially higher fitness.

–– We call these schemata as We call these schemata as building blocksbuilding blocks..

HypothesisHypothesis

–– The GA seeks near optimal performance through the juxtaposition The GA seeks near optimal performance through the juxtaposition of short, lowof short, low--
order, highorder, high--performance schemata, or building block.performance schemata, or building block.
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Rebuttal Rebuttal –– Royal Road FunctionRoyal Road Function

-- based on the idea of Melanie based on the idea of Melanie MichellMichell ((http://http://www.santafe.eduwww.santafe.edu/~mm//~mm/))

The buildingThe building--block hypothesis states that the GA works well when short, lowblock hypothesis states that the GA works well when short, low--order, highlyorder, highly--fit fit 
schemas recombine to form even more highly fit higherschemas recombine to form even more highly fit higher--order schemas. The ability to produce fitter order schemas. The ability to produce fitter 
and fitter partial solutions by combining building blocks is beland fitter partial solutions by combining building blocks is believed to be a primary source of the ieved to be a primary source of the 
GA's search power, GA's search power, but the GA research community currently lacks precise and quantibut the GA research community currently lacks precise and quantitative tative 
descriptions of how schema processing actually takes placedescriptions of how schema processing actually takes place during the typicalduring the typical
evolution of a GA search. (evolution of a GA search. (http://www.santafe.edu/~mm/paperhttp://www.santafe.edu/~mm/paper--abstracts.html#anomalousabstracts.html#anomalous))

Royal Road FunctionRoyal Road Function
–– Royal Road FunctionRoyal Road Function is a function set which was designed to favor the BBH.is a function set which was designed to favor the BBH.

ss11 = 11111111******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ********= 11111111******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ; c******** ; c11 = 8= 8
ss22 = ******** 11111111******** ******** ******** ******** ********= ******** 11111111******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ; c******** ; c22 = 8= 8
ss33 = ******** ******** 11111111******** ******** ******** ********= ******** ******** 11111111******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ; c******** ; c33 = 8= 8
ss44 = ******** ******** ******** 11111111******** ******** ********= ******** ******** ******** 11111111******** ******** ******** ******** ; c******** ; c44 = 8= 8
ss55 = ******** ******** ******** ******** 11111111******** ********= ******** ******** ******** ******** 11111111******** ******** ******** ; c******** ; c55 = 8= 8
ss66 = ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** 11111111********= ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** 11111111******** ******** ; c******** ; c66 = 8= 8
ss77 = ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** 1111111= ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** 11111111******** ; c1******** ; c77 = 8= 8
ss88 = ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** *******= ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** 11111111; c* 11111111; c88 = 8= 8

s_opts_opt ==1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Rebuttal Rebuttal –– Royal Road FunctionRoyal Road Function

Comparison with Random Hill Climbing MethodsComparison with Random Hill Climbing Methods

–– Steepest Ascent Hill Climbing (SAHC)Steepest Ascent Hill Climbing (SAHC)
systematically flip each bit from left to right. One flipping insystematically flip each bit from left to right. One flipping in one generation.one generation.

–– Next Ascent Hill Climbing (NAHC)Next Ascent Hill Climbing (NAHC)
systematically flip each bit from left to right, but if better ssystematically flip each bit from left to right, but if better solution is found, stop olution is found, stop 
flipping and go to the left most bit.flipping and go to the left most bit.

–– Random Mutation Hill Climbing (RMHC)Random Mutation Hill Climbing (RMHC)
select random position and flip.select random position and flip.

6179 (186)6179 (186)
57755775

> 256,000> 256,000
> 256,000> 256,000

> 256,000> 256,000
> 256,000> 256,000

61,334 (2304)61,334 (2304)
54,20854,208

MeanMean
MedianMedian

RMHCRMHCNAHCNAHCSAHCSAHCGAGA200 runs200 runs
(standard deviation)(standard deviation)
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Rebuttal Rebuttal –– Royal Road FunctionRoyal Road Function

ConclusionConclusion

–– A Problem is that GA A Problem is that GA does not work welldoes not work well in solving the RRF (in solving the RRF (not better than not better than 
stochastic hill climbstochastic hill climb).).

–– The BBH is a good hypothesis but The BBH is a good hypothesis but not a proven theory yetnot a proven theory yet..

–– Then, the GA is Then, the GA is always worsealways worse than stochastic hill climb?than stochastic hill climb?

–– Then,Then, what kind of problemwhat kind of problem is for the GA?is for the GA?

Think more about this topic in the Think more about this topic in the Landscape AnalysisLandscape Analysis in the in the 
view of view of epistasisepistasis and and Walsh analysis.Walsh analysis.
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Other Theory Other Theory (optional)(optional)

Markov Chain Analysis for the ConvergenceMarkov Chain Analysis for the Convergence

PopulationPopulation--base base EAsEAs in Binaryin Binary

1.1. D.B. D.B. FogelFogel, , ““AymptoticAymptotic convergence properties of genetic algorithms and evolutionary convergence properties of genetic algorithms and evolutionary 
programming: Analysis and experiments,programming: Analysis and experiments,”” Cybernetics and SystemsCybernetics and Systems, 25(3): 389, 25(3): 389--407, 1994407, 1994

2.2. G. Rudolph, G. Rudolph, ““Convergence properties of canonical genetic algorithms,Convergence properties of canonical genetic algorithms,”” IEEE Transactions on IEEE Transactions on 
Neural NetworksNeural Networks, 5(1): 96, 5(1): 96--101, 1994101, 1994

3.3. J. Suzuki, J. Suzuki, ““A Markov chain analysis on simple genetic algorithms,A Markov chain analysis on simple genetic algorithms,”” IEEE Transactions on IEEE Transactions on 
System, Man, and CyberneticsSystem, Man, and Cybernetics, 25(4): 655, 25(4): 655--659, 1994659, 1994

EAsEAs in General Spacein General Space

1.1. L. P. L. P. DevroyeDevroye, On the convergence of statistical search, , On the convergence of statistical search, IEEE Transactions on Systems, IEEE Transactions on Systems, 
Man and CyberneticsMan and Cybernetics, 6(1): 46, 6(1): 46--56, 197656, 1976

2.2. G. Rudolph, G. Rudolph, ““Convergence of Evolutionary Algorithms in General Search Space,Convergence of Evolutionary Algorithms in General Search Space,””
Proceedings of 1996 IEEE International Conference on EvolutionarProceedings of 1996 IEEE International Conference on Evolutionary Computationy Computation, pp.50, pp.50--54, 54, 
19961996
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Other Theory Other Theory (optional)(optional)

A Canonical Genetic AlgorithmA Canonical Genetic Algorithm

Proofs (G. Rudolph, 1994)Proofs (G. Rudolph, 1994)

–– It is proved by means of It is proved by means of homogeneous finite Markov chain analysishomogeneous finite Markov chain analysis that a that a 
CGA (Canonical Genetic Algorithm) CGA (Canonical Genetic Algorithm) will never converge to the global will never converge to the global 
optimumoptimum regardless of the initialization, crossover, operator and objecregardless of the initialization, crossover, operator and objective tive 
function.function.

–– But, variants of But, variants of CGACGA’’ss that that always maintain the best solutionalways maintain the best solution in the in the 
population (e.g. elitisms), either before of after selection, arpopulation (e.g. elitisms), either before of after selection, are shown to e shown to 
converge to the global optimumconverge to the global optimum due to the irreducibility property of the due to the irreducibility property of the 
underlying original nonunderlying original non--convergent CGA.convergent CGA.

–– Schema theorem does not implySchema theorem does not imply that the CGA will converge to the global that the CGA will converge to the global 
optimum in static optimization problems.optimum in static optimization problems.

–– Possible ways to make CGA converge,Possible ways to make CGA converge,
1) 1) keep the best solutionkeep the best solution,  2) ,  2) time varying mutation and selectiontime varying mutation and selection to make to make 
the Markov chain inhomogeneous.the Markov chain inhomogeneous.
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ConclusionConclusion

Schema TheorySchema Theory

–– It was It was a magnificent foundationa magnificent foundation for GA to achieve for GA to achieve so fast popularityso fast popularity..
((““You see? it has a concrete mathematical foundation!You see? it has a concrete mathematical foundation!””))

–– However,However,
It is not sureIt is not sure the theory isthe theory is truetrue oror not not or or meaninglessmeaningless..

–– Also, Also, it is not sureit is not sure thatthat
““Gathering potions of good individual may make a great one.Gathering potions of good individual may make a great one.””

oror
““Our marriage with my brain and your beauty will be successful.Our marriage with my brain and your beauty will be successful.””

–– Ironically,Ironically,
The Schema Theory looks like supporting the The Schema Theory looks like supporting the reductionismreductionism even though it is even though it is 
implicit while the evolutionary systems favor aimplicit while the evolutionary systems favor antinti--reductionismreductionism..
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ConclusionConclusion

Convergence ProofConvergence Proof

–– Markov Chain AnalysisMarkov Chain Analysis

–– The The canonical GAcanonical GA does not converge to the optimal solution.does not converge to the optimal solution.

–– However,However,
Modified GAModified GA with with best keepingbest keeping or or timetime--varying mutation and selectionvarying mutation and selection is is 
proved to converge to the optimal solution.proved to converge to the optimal solution.

–– However,However,
The convergence proof The convergence proof does not guaranteedoes not guarantee the performance of the GA.the performance of the GA.
Any wellAny well--constructed stochastic algorithmsconstructed stochastic algorithms with best keeping and timewith best keeping and time--
varying neighbor generation may converge to optimal solution matvarying neighbor generation may converge to optimal solution mathematically.hematically.

–– Back to the Back to the Schema theorySchema theory, it gives , it gives more problemsmore problems::
1) even if it is true, we do not know when this is effective.1) even if it is true, we do not know when this is effective.
2) If it is not true, why the GA works (so well)?2) If it is not true, why the GA works (so well)?

(Perhaps only because of the fast speed of computer??)(Perhaps only because of the fast speed of computer??)
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